
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

LOW DOWN LOOKING 
 

If lying on one's back and gazing at clouds is good for the artistic 
imagination in us all, lying on one's tummy and gazing at tiny life forms 
is good for our inner scientific observer. Further to developing children's 
observation skills, plan a session of "low down looking".   

 

To prepare the children for the concept of observation, ask the children if 
they have ever seen a spider. One assumes they will all shout "Yes!" 
 Now, ask them if they have ever watched a spider build its entire web. I 
could be wrong here, but I would guess not. The point is that they need 
to begin to be aware of the difference between seeing and observing. 



 

 
Low Down Looking Activity  
 
All you will need are: 
 
- a guide to local insects and wildflowers from the library 
- paper and pencil for each child  
 
Go outdoors together and have everyone lie on their tummies, paper and 
pencils ready for sketching what they see. (Be careful not to have the 
children lay on unpleasant plants such as nettles or poison oak!) Remind 
the children that this is a time of observation, so they are not to trap or 
disturb what they see. Encourage each child to draw an insect or plant as 
accurately as possible, trying to get the right number of eyes and legs. 
 
As each drawing is finished, help the children to find their plant or insect 
in the guide. Some children will be better at using the guides; some will 
be better at drawing. They can help one another in striving for accuracy. 
 

              
 
 
Have you no green place on which to lie? Is your play area concrete? 
Look around. There are probably plants that have pushed their way 
through some cracks. Have the children observe there and be amazed at 
life's perseverance. 
 
Cannot find your bug? Do as I do and go to the Bug Forum on the 
website of the Natural History Museum 
and ask an expert. (http://www.nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/life/insects-
spiders/bug-forum/?q=gallery) 



 
Repeat this activity in other locations, on class visits to city farms, 
orchards, zoos, etc.  
 
Send instructions home with the children asking their parents to do "low 
down looking" with their children and to send back to you the drawings 
the children do.  
 
At the end of the season, with the children, tally how many times each 
species was observed and make a display of the results :  
your local bug population. 
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